
Stage 1 Home Learning Grid- Term 3, Week 5
You will not need access to a digital device to complete the following activities.

All activities can be completed on paper, homework book or an exercise book.
You can upload photos of your work to seesaw for the teacher’s to give you feedback at the end of each day.

Stage 1 teachers

Monday
Reading

Learning Intention:
We are learning to make

inferences to understand texts we
read.

Success Criteria:
I can use clues in the text and my

background knowledge to
understand the meaning of new

vocabulary in texts.

Remember when you are
reading to look at your
reading criteria and think
about what criteria or goals
you are going to work
towards to improve your
reading.

Making Inferences
Read the text below and answer the questions below . Inference charts to support you have been pasted at the end of
the grid.

George’s marvellous medicine- Dahl, R. (1981) George’s marvellous medicine. Jonathan Cape, UK.

‘I’m going shopping in the village,’ George’s mother said to George on Saturday morning. ‘So be a good boy and don’t

get up to mischief.’

This was a silly thing to say to a small boy at any time. It immediately made him wonder what sort of mischief he

might get up to.

‘And don’t forget to give Grandma her medicine at eleven o’clock’, the mother said. Then out she went, closing the back

door behind her.

Grandma, who was dozing in her chair by the window, opened one wicked little eye and said, ‘Now you heard what

your mother said, George. Don’t forget my medicine.’

‘No Grandma,’ George said.

‘And just try to behave yourself for once while she’s away.’

‘Yes, Grandma’ George said.

George was bored to tears. He didn’t have a brother or sister. His father was a farmer and the farm they lived on was



miles away from anywhere, so there were never any children to play with. He was tired of staring at pigs and hens and

cows and sheep. He was especially tired of having to live in the same house as that grizzly old grunion of a Grandma.

Looking after her all by himself was hardly the most exciting way to spend a Saturday morning.

Use your background knowledge and clues in the text to work out the meaning of the vocabulary (new words)
highlighted. Can you write what each highlighted word means?
Can you write a word that could replace the word in the text, e.g. dozing could be changed to sleeping and it
would still make sense.

Writing
Learning Intention: We are
learning to understand
persuasive texts.
Success Criteria: We will be
able to:
● Identify persuasive

texts
● Use persuasive

language

Persuasive Sentences
Go through the slideshow to learn about Persuasive writing.
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1a9NcVAuBk8EWkSsUar5-rB-pg7HBpUV_jujHwitMo34/edit?usp=sharing

Write a persuasive sentence for three of the topics below:

Example:
I agree that learning is important because the fact of the matter is we need to learn in order to develop our
skills.

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1a9NcVAuBk8EWkSsUar5-rB-pg7HBpUV_jujHwitMo34/edit?usp=sharing


Sight Words Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please ask your
teacher.

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We are
learning to use a range of
strategies and informal
recording methods for
addition and subtraction
involving one- and two-digit
numbers

Number of the Day
COMPLETE ON A NEW NUMBER EACH DAY
Draw a table in a book/on a piece of paper or use a mind map to write about your number of the day.
You may write about any number between 30 and 9 999.
Is there anything else you can add that you know about that number?



Success Criteria:
I can add and take away
numbers using different
strategies.
I can record my working out in
number sentences.
I can explain, describe and talk
about how I solved my maths
problems.

Problem of the Day:
Arthur has 37 pairs of socks. He throws some pairs away. There are 19 pairs of socks left. How many pairs did she
throw away?

Maths Topic: Addition and Subtraction:

Make your own addition and subtraction number sentences and solve them using different strategies (see the strategy
table below to help you use different strategies). How many different ways can you solve the same problem- you may
use cards, dominoes, dice, hundred charts or number lines to help you. You may like to write a sentence describing
which strategy you think was the best strategy to solve your problem.

Examples could be:

32 +14 174+28 326- 33 76-18

Optional link showing how to use jump strategy:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKDUOV3y8YGIqq6Tg08S8UtlycCDQiE-/view?usp=sharing

Optional link showing how to use split strategy:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lUs52FDUTrfgtnl7IWfij0JHsCyTHNZY/view?usp=sharing

Split Strategy
Example:
34 + 25

Jump Strategy Bridging to Ten
Example
17 + 5

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKDUOV3y8YGIqq6Tg08S8UtlycCDQiE-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lUs52FDUTrfgtnl7IWfij0JHsCyTHNZY/view?usp=sharing


I need to separate the tens and the
ones from each number
= 30 + 20 + 4 + 5
Now I need to add the tens together
= 50 + 4 + 5
Now I add the ones
= 50 + 9
Now I add it together:
50 + 9 = 59

See the poster at the end of this
document to see what it looks like as
a drawing. There is also optional
video links to watch that explains
the split strategy with addition and
subtraction

I know that 17 is close to 20 (it’s
nearest 10).
So now I know that 17 and 3 more
makes 20. If I add 3 from the 5, I will
have 20 and 2 leftover. I can now add
the remaining 2 and the answer is
22.

See the poster at the end of this
document to see what it looks like as
a drawing. There is also optional
video links to watch that explains
the split strategy with addition and
subtraction

Partitioning (breaking numbers up)
17 + 5

I know 17 is made up of 10 and 7 so I have 10 + 7 + 5, I know my number facts and 7 + 5 is 12 so I now have 10 + 12.
If I add the tens (10 + 10) I have 20 and add the remaining 2, I have 22.

17 + 5
10 + 7 + 5
10 + 12
10 + 10 + 2 = 22

I can partition the numbers below to add them together.
63 + 28
10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 10 + 3 + 10 + 10 + 4 + 4
I can add all the tens to make 80
80 + 3 + 4 + 4
I can double 4 to make 8 so I then have 88 + 3, I can add 2 from the 3 to bridge to the nearest ten to make 90 then



add the remaining 1 to make 91.

Here is a video explaining partitioning with Mrs. Mabon and Mrs. Anderson:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CvNGxjR4a2ZjNBhkTS16HcsI03wUmEUB/view

Other KLA area’s Creative Arts - Fruit Collage!

What is your favourite fruit? Apple? Banana? Pear? Draw your fruit and with the materials you cut up, glue them onto
your fruit outline.
Materials:
Paper
Glue
Scissors
Coloured pencils
Chip packets/scrap paper/tissue box to cut up

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CvNGxjR4a2ZjNBhkTS16HcsI03wUmEUB/view


Tuesday
Reading

Learning Intention:
We are learning to make
inferences to understand texts we
read.

Success Criteria:
I can use clues in the text and my
background knowledge to
understand the texts I read.

Remember when you are
reading to look at your
reading criteria and think
about what criteria or goals
you are going to work
towards to improve your
reading.

Making Inferences
Read the text below and answer the questions below . Inference charts to support you have been pasted at the end of
the grid.

George’s marvellous medicine- Dahl, R. (1981) George’s marvellous medicine. Jonathan Cape, UK.

‘I’m going shopping in the village,’ George’s mother said to George on Saturday morning. ‘So be a good boy and don’t

get up to mischief.’

This was a silly thing to say to a small boy at any time. It immediately made him wonder what sort of mischief he

might get up to.

‘And don’t forget to give Grandma her medicine at eleven o’clock’, the mother said. Then out she went, closing the back

door behind her.

Grandma, who was dozing in her chair by the window, opened one wicked little eye and said, ‘Now you heard what

your mother said, George. Don’t forget my medicine.’

‘No Grandma,’ George said.

‘And just try to behave yourself for once while she’s away.’

‘Yes, Grandma’ George said.

George was bored to tears. He didn’t have a brother or sister. His father was a farmer and the farm they lived on was

miles away from anywhere, so there were never any children to play with. He was tired of staring at pigs and hens and

cows and sheep. He was especially tired of having to live in the same house as that grizzly old grunion of a Grandma.

Looking after her all by himself was hardly the most exciting way to spend a Saturday morning.

Use your background knowledge and clues in the text to  write a text  or draw a picture describing what is
happening in the text. What is happening?



Writing
Learning Intention: We are
learning to understand
persuasive texts.
Success Criteria: We will be
able to:
● Identify persuasive

texts
● Use persuasive

language

Discussion of Television Commercial

Watch: https://youtu.be/zCNQSouo0ac
What is this commercial advertising?
Who is the target audience?
What techniques are used in this advertisement to sell the product?
Do you think this advertisement is effective? Why or why not?
Where else do you see or hear advertisements?

Sight Words Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please ask your
teacher.

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We are
learning to use a range of
strategies and informal
recording methods for addition
and subtraction involving one-
and two-digit numbers
Success Criteria:
I can add and take away

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.

Problem of the Day:
There are 58 children at a party. 12 children don’t want to play in the game. How many children did play in the game?

Maths Topic: Addition and Subtraction:

Make your own addition and subtraction number sentences and solve them using different strategies (see the
strategy table on Monday’s page to help you use different strategies). How many different ways can you solve the same

https://youtu.be/zCNQSouo0ac


numbers using different
strategies.
I can record my working out in
number sentences.
I can explain, describe and talk
about how I solved my maths
problems.

problem- you may use cards, dominoes, dice, hundred charts or number lines to help you. You may like to write a
sentence describing which strategy you think was the best strategy to solve your problem.

Examples could be:

13 +35 186+68 287- 36 72-41

Optional link showing how to use jump strategy:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKDUOV3y8YGIqq6Tg08S8UtlycCDQiE-/view?usp=sharing

Optional link showing how to use split strategy:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lUs52FDUTrfgtnl7IWfij0JHsCyTHNZY/view?usp=sharing

Other KLA area’s

Describes external features
of living thing things

Science:
Discuss how living things move in different ways because they look different and are
made up of different parts.
Cats and Dogs move differently to people because they have 4 legs instead of two.
Create a Y chart, to describe what an earth worm looks like, feels like, and sounds
like. Use your adjectives to fill these spaces. You might even be able to find one in
your backyard!

Use your Y chart to describe 6 other animals you can think of. Could be animals in
the sky, water, land or underground. You choose!
Discuss your research with a member of your family.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKDUOV3y8YGIqq6Tg08S8UtlycCDQiE-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lUs52FDUTrfgtnl7IWfij0JHsCyTHNZY/view?usp=sharing


Wednesday
Reading

Learning Intention:
We are learning to make
inferences to understand texts we
read.

Success Criteria:
I can use clues in the text and my
background knowledge to
understand the texts I read.

Remember when you are
reading to look at your
reading criteria and think
about what criteria or goals
you are going to work towards
to improve your reading.

Making Inferences
Read the text below and answer the questions below . Inference charts to support you have been pasted at the end of
the grid.

George’s marvellous medicine- Dahl, R. (1981) George’s marvellous medicine. Jonathan Cape, UK.

‘I’m going shopping in the village,’ George’s mother said to George on Saturday morning. ‘So be a good boy and don’t

get up to mischief.’

This was a silly thing to say to a small boy at any time. It immediately made him wonder what sort of mischief he

might get up to.

‘And don’t forget to give Grandma her medicine at eleven o’clock’, the mother said. Then out she went, closing the

back door behind her.

Grandma, who was dozing in her chair by the window, opened one wicked little eye and said, ‘Now you heard what

your mother said, George. Don’t forget my medicine.’

‘No Grandma,’ George said.

‘And just try to behave yourself for once while she’s away.’

‘Yes, Grandma’ George said.

George was bored to tears. He didn’t have a brother or sister. His father was a farmer and the farm they lived on was

miles away from anywhere, so there were never any children to play with. He was tired of staring at pigs and hens

and cows and sheep. He was especially tired of having to live in the same house as that grizzly old grunion of a

Grandma. Looking after her all by himself was hardly the most exciting way to spend a Saturday morning.

Use your background knowledge and clues in the text to  answer the questions below.

1. Describe George- what do we know about him?(What clues does the author give us to describe the character
George?)

2. What do you think the author means by stating, ‘George was bored to tears’?



3. What can you infer from the statement, ‘Then out she went, closing the back door behind her’ ?
4. If you were George, describe how you would feel and what you might be thinking.

Writing
Learning Intention: We are
learning to plan our writing.

Success Criteria: I can plan my
writing using keywords,
drawings, diagrams or notes.

Planning
Can you use your knowledge of persuasive texts to create a short advertisement to PERSUADE families to visit a
chocolate factory. Today you will plan your advertisement for your chocolate factory. You can choose the type of
plan that you would like to do.

During the composing lesson tomorrow you will create a short video (radio or television advertisement), a song, a
poem or poster to persuade your audience to come to your chocolate factory. Think about what you could add to
your advertisement to capture the audience's attention.
Your advertisement must include:

● The name of your chocolate factory
● When you are open i.e 9-5 seven days a week
● Why they should come to your chocolate factory

Which features of persuasive writing will you use in your advertisement:
● Figurative language- similes, personification, metaphors, onomatopoeia (we use all of these in class)
● Evidence -facts to convince the reader.
● Rhetorical Questions- a question you are asking that you don’t expect an answer to.
● Emotive language- words that evoke an emotional response in the reader.

Sight Words Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please ask your
teacher.

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We are
learning to use a range of
strategies and informal
recording methods for addition
and subtraction involving one-
and two-digit numbers
Success Criteria:

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.
Problem of the Day:
A teacher has 95 pencils in a cupboard. She gives out 28 pencils to new students, then puts 34 in a tray on her desk
and the rest of the pencils in the cupboard. How many pencils are put in the cupboard?
Maths Topic: Addition and Subtraction:

Make your own addition and subtraction number sentences and solve them using different strategies (see the
strategy table on Monday’s page to help you use different strategies). How many different ways can you solve the same



I can add and take away
numbers using different
strategies.
I can record my working out in
number sentences.
I can explain, describe and talk
about how I solved my maths
problems.

problem- you may use cards, dominoes, dice, hundred charts or number lines to help you. You may like to write a
sentence describing which strategy you think was the best strategy to solve your problem.

Examples could be:

54 +27 345+56 317- 78 49-26

Optional link showing how to use jump strategy:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKDUOV3y8YGIqq6Tg08S8UtlycCDQiE-/view?usp=sharing

Optional link showing how to use split strategy:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lUs52FDUTrfgtnl7IWfij0JHsCyTHNZY/view?usp=sharing

Other KLA area’s PDHPE - Staying safe in the sun!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7ghJsZug60
Watch this link all about sun safety, be on the lookout for 5 different ways you can stay safe in the sun.

After you have watched the video, discuss the following questions with a family member.
1.What types of clothes should you wear when playing outside in the sun.
2. Should you stay in the sun for a long time?
3. What is the best type of hat to wear that will protect your head, ears and neck?

Activity:
Design a sun safe character that is wearing protective clothing to keep their body safe when playing outside in the
sun. Use the information you learnt from the video to create your character.

After, answer the questions on the next page to demonstrate your understanding of sun
safety.

1. What do we need to be protected from the sun?
2. What do we do to protect ourselves?
3. What does the sun feel like? Use your best wow words to describe this.
4. What parts of the body does the hat protect? Why is this so important?

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKDUOV3y8YGIqq6Tg08S8UtlycCDQiE-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lUs52FDUTrfgtnl7IWfij0JHsCyTHNZY/view?usp=sharing
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T7ghJsZug60


Thursday
Reading Summarise

Read a text of your choice for 20 minutes. Write a summary about the text you have read.

Writing
Learning Intention: We are
learning to compose a text for a
purpose and audience.
Success Criteria: I can use my
plan to compose a text for a
purpose and audience. I can use
language features, different
sentences and organise my
ideas.

Composing- draft
Can you use your knowledge of persuasive texts to create a short advertisement to PERSUADE families to visit a
chocolate factory. Today you will compose  your advertisement and tomorrow you can publish.

You could create a short video (radio or television advertisement), a song, a poem or poster to persuade your
audience to come to your chocolate factory. Think about what you could add to your advertisement to capture the
audience's attention.
Your advertisement must include:

● The name of your chocolate factory
● When you are open i.e 9-5 seven days a week
● Why they should come to your chocolate factory

Which features of persuasive writing will you use in your advertisement:
● Figurative language- similes, personification, metaphors, onomatopoeia (we use all of these in class)
● Evidence -facts to convince the reader.
● Rhetorical Questions- a question you are asking that you don’t expect an answer to.
● Emotive language- words that evoke an emotional response in the reader.

Sight Words Sight Words
Practise reading and writing your sight word list. If you are unsure what list you are working on please ask your
teacher.

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We are
learning to use a range of
strategies and informal
recording methods for addition

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.
Problem of the Day:
Mandi buys a packet of chips at the canteen for $1.70 cents. She paid using a 2 dollar coin. How much money will
she get back from the canteen lady?



and subtraction involving one-
and two-digit numbers
Success Criteria:
I can add and take away
numbers using different
strategies.
I can record my working out in
number sentences.
I can explain, describe and talk
about how I solved my maths
problems.

Maths Topic: Addition and Subtraction:

Make your own addition and subtraction number sentences and solve them using different strategies (see the
strategy table on Monday’s page to help you use different strategies). How many different ways can you solve the
same problem- you may use cards, dominoes, dice, hundred charts or number lines to help you. You may like to write
a sentence describing which strategy you think was the best strategy to solve your problem.

Examples could be:

47 +15 413+87 234- 56 97-32

Optional link showing how to use jump strategy:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKDUOV3y8YGIqq6Tg08S8UtlycCDQiE-/view?usp=sharing

Optional link showing how to use split strategy:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lUs52FDUTrfgtnl7IWfij0JHsCyTHNZY/view?usp=sharing

Other KLA area’s Barefoot Island - Making a  Map
Equipment needed: piece of paper, colouring in pencils or crayons, your bare foot!

You are going  to make a  map of  your own Barefoot Island! Carefully  draw around  your foot.
Your island must include houses, a  post office, playground, roads, school, doctors' surgery  and
then you can choose any other features you would like to add. Add a title, key and compass  rose.
Here is an example to show you:

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKDUOV3y8YGIqq6Tg08S8UtlycCDQiE-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lUs52FDUTrfgtnl7IWfij0JHsCyTHNZY/view?usp=sharing




Friday
Reading

Remember when you are
reading to look at your
reading criteria and think
about what criteria or goals
you are going to work
towards to improve your
reading.

Self- Reflection

Write about how you are being an effective reader. Use the reading criteria sheet attached to help you with this. What
are two things you have done well? What is something you could improve on for next time?

Writing
Learning Intention: We are
learning to publish our text for
a purpose and audience.
Success Criteria: I can use my
composed text to publish my
work.

Publishing
Yesterday you will have composed your advertisement. Today you can use your writing time to check over your
advertisement from yesterday. See if there is anything that you could add or change  to make your advertisement
even more attention grabbing. You can then do a published copy of your advertisement. Remember if you are
making a video, make sure you are using expression in your voice.

Sight Words Sight Words
Ask someone at home to test you on reading and writing each of your words in your sight word list. If you are able to
read and write them correctly without any help

Mathematics
Learning Intention: We are
learning to use a range of
strategies and informal
recording methods for addition
and subtraction involving one-
and two-digit numbers
Success Criteria:
I can add and take away
numbers using different
strategies.
I can record my working out in

Complete a new number of the day using the information from Monday.
Problem of the Day:
Marcel has 48 lollies in his bag. He decides to share 23 of his lollies with his friends and eats 9 lollies himself. How
many lollies does Marcel have left in his bag?

Maths Topic: Addition and Subtraction:

Make your own addition and subtraction number sentences and solve them using different strategies (see the
strategy table on Monday’s page to help you use different strategies). How many different ways can you solve the same
problem- you may use cards, dominoes, dice, hundred charts or number lines to help you. You may like to write a
sentence describing which strategy you think was the best strategy to solve your problem.



number sentences.
I can explain, describe and talk
about how I solved my maths
problems.

Examples could be:

33 +17 162+76 305- 31 90-49

Optional link showing how to use jump strategy:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKDUOV3y8YGIqq6Tg08S8UtlycCDQiE-/view?usp=sharing

Optional link showing how to use split strategy:
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lUs52FDUTrfgtnl7IWfij0JHsCyTHNZY/view?usp=sharing

Other KLA area’s
Geography

Sport- Mini Olympics

Make up your own mini olympics sport activities and practice for  20 minutes.
Ideas:
Sock shot put
Hurdles over paper plates
Balloon tennis
Soccer Shootout
Paper airplane javelin
Spoon relays

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1uKDUOV3y8YGIqq6Tg08S8UtlycCDQiE-/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lUs52FDUTrfgtnl7IWfij0JHsCyTHNZY/view?usp=sharing
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